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Tennysonian Aspects of Maud
Tom J. Truss, Jr.
STUDIES of Tennyson’s Maud depend generally upon three con-
 
siderations: the psychological analysis of the hero, the public reaction
 to the poem itself, and the classification of the poem in the tradition
 of the Spasmodics, and hence in the Victorian school of Byron.1
 The Tennysonian qualities of Maud have been somewhat obscured or
 overlooked by these studies, and the poem stands almost as a unique
 excursion into a realm never before and never again entered by the
 laureate. Actually the difference between Maud and Tennyson’s other
 poetry is not vast. In this “unique” instance, Tennyson merely 
com­municated his ideas in a dramatic rather than a customary lyric or
 idyllic form.
I
Central to an understanding of the monodrama is the meaning
 
which
 one should give the lyric beginning “Come into the-garden,  
Maud” (Pt. I, xxii). Professor E. D. H. Johnson has pointed out
 the significance of the rose-symbol of this lyric to the structural unity
 of the whole cycle.2 More can be said on the subject if 
one
 looks for  
uses
 
of the rose-image elsewhere. Like Maud, “The Gardener’s Daugh ­
ter” is a love poem; but quite different from Maud, the story has a
 harmonious, happy ending, even though the beloved 
one
 is lost.
1
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Tennysonian Aspects of Maud
Tennyson significantly named the heroine of this poem “Rose,” and
 
placed her home in a large and sumptuous garden. The symbol
 (a “Rose / In roses,” II 141-142) which she depicts connotes volup
­tuousness:
The common mouth,
 
So gross to express delight, in praise of her
 Grew oratory. (II. 54-56)
In fact, one detects something of the Aphrodite of “Oenone” in the
 
speaker’s first view of Rose:
Holding the bush, to fix it back, 
she
 stood,  
A single stream of all her soft brown hair
 Pour’d on 
one
 side; the shadow of the flowers 
Stole all the golden gloss, and, wavering
 Lovingly lower, trembled on her waist. . . .
 The full day dwelt on her brows, and sunn’d
 Her violet eyes, and all her Hebe bloom,
 And doubled 
his
 own warmth against her lips,  
And on the bounteous wave of such a breast
 As never pencil drew. Half light, half shade,
 She stood, a sight to make an old man young.3
Such a delight was she, according to the speaker, that “henceforward
 
squall nor storm / Could keep 
me
 from that Eden where she dwelt”  
(II. 186-187). The hero of this poem 
was
 saved from the fate of  
Maud’s lover probably because his intentions were honorable:
And while I mused, Love with knit brows went by,
 
And with a flying finger swept my lips,
 And spake, 'Be wise: not easily forgiven
 Are those who, setting wide the doors that bar
 The secret bridal chambers of the heart,
 Let in the day.’ (II. 240-245)
 The hero of Maud was not so cautious.
Similar use of the rose-image is found in “Balin and Balan.” In
 
a discussion of the comparative merits of lilies and roses, representations
 respectively of purity and sensuality, Guinevere said to Lancelot,
 “Sweeter to me . . . this garden 
rose
 / Deep-hued and many-folded!”  
(II. 264-265). Confused by this conversation and the activity it
 alluded to, the youthful and impetuous Balin 
became
 distraught by  
the intoxicating song of the wily Vivien:
2
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Old priest, who mumble worship in your quire—
 
Old monk and nun, ye scorn the world’s desire,
 Yet in your frosty cells ye feel the fire!
The fire of heaven is not the flame of hell. (II. 438-441)
The seductress Vivien here symbolically anticipates the cause for the
 
decay of Arthur’
s
 kingdom. Introduced rather early in the Idylls  
(in the fourth poem 
as
 the series was finally arranged), she dis ­
played herself as a femme fatale in the fifth poem, “Merlin and
 Vivien”
,
4 and paved the way thematically for “Lancelot and Elaine.”  
The lily-, and hence pure, maid of Astolat succumbed to an idle and
 unwarrantable passion for Arthur’s chief knight, Guinevere’s lover,
 and in so doing mysteriously met her death. Thus ideas in Maud
 (1855) appeared again in “Merlin and Nimue,” begun in February,
 1856.5 With its name changed to “Vivien” the poem appeared in a
 cycle of four Idylls, which also included “Elaine,” in 1859. Tennyson
 used the lily- and rose-images again in “The Ancient Sage” (1885).
 In verses substantially resembling passages in “The Vision of Sin,” the
 youthful poet complained with Omarian cynicism:
The 
years
 that when my youth began  
Had set the lily and the rose
 By all my ways where’er they ran,
 Have ended mortal foes;
My rose of love forever gone,
 
My lily of truth and trust—
 They made her lily and rose in one,
 And changed her into dust. (II. 155-162)
A major concern of Tennyson in Maud, then, is the development
 
of a man’
s
 preoccupation with voluptuousness and the results of this-  
preoccupation. One does not have to look far to find parallels. In
 “Oenone” the “beautiful Paris, the evil-hearted Paris,” with his sunny
 hair clustered about his temple like a God’s, chose the bribe of
 Aphrodite, who “with a subtle smile in her mild eyes” promised the
 “fairest and most loving wife in Greece” (11. 180-183); the poet of
 In Memoriam urged,
Arise and fly
The reeling Faun, the sensual feast;
Move upward, working out the beast, (cxviii, II. 25-27)
3
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And much later the Ancient Sage advised the poetic youth, “Curb the
 
beast would cast thee in the mire” (I. 276).
The invitation at the gate, “Come into the garden, Maud,” indeed
 
recalls the sensual imagery of “The Gardener’s Daughter,” the
 denouement of Lancelot’
s
 unwitting enchantment of Elaine, and  
many other similar parallels.6 The line “The planet of Love is on
 high” (I. 8 of this lyric) is furthermore an obvious veiled reference
 to the concept of Aphrodite which informs “Oenone.” The lover,
 
one
 also remembers, once stood by Maud’s garden gate, where a lion,  
clasped by a passion-flower, ramped at the top (Pt. I, II. 495-496). In
 fact, just before the conclusion of the invitational lyric, the hero
 refers again to the passion-flower (II. 908-909). The predicament
 here certainly smacks of Betty Miller’s 
thesis:
 “at no time was a man  
in greater jeopardy than at the moment of sexual union with the woman
 of his choice.”7
The life of contemplation is another of the hero’s preoccupations.
 
Shortly after Maud’s appearance at the estate, when the hero is
 deciding to retreat further into himself, he smiles a “hard-set smile,
 like a stoic, or like / A 
wiser
 epicurean” (II. 121-122), and resolves:
Be mine a philosopher’s life in the quiet woodland ways,
 Where if I cannot be gay let a passionless peace be my lot,
 Far-off from the clamor of liars belied in the hubbub of lies.
 (II. 150-153)
The hero’s contempt for his 
fellow
 men and retreat from them  
significantly resemble the Soul’s reflection in “The Palace of Art”:
 O Godlike isolation which  art mine,I can but count thee perfect gain,
 What times I watch the darkening droves of swine
That range on yonder plain.
I sit as God holding no form of creed,
 
But contemplating all. (II. 197-212)
Furthermore, the reference to the “wiser epicurean” and the passages
 
which follow call upon the reader’
s
 knowledge of Lucretius and the  
monologue Tennyson gave to 
him.
 Eternal calm, the Victorian Lucre ­
tius claims, is the center of the life which the greatest people follow
 (II. 78-79); and he addresses the object of his search as “passionless
 
4
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bride, divine Tranquillity” (I. 265). An important theme of Lucretius
 
derives from the speaker’
s
 final question, “What is duty?” His be ­
wilderment and consequent suicide stem from his having omitted this
 question from his inquiry. In the opening poem of Maud, the youth
­ful hero is preparing for himself the same fate which befell the Soul in
 “The Palace of Art” and, later, the philosopher Lucretius. By having
 the hero go to war at the conclusion of the poems, Tennyson averted a
 catastrophe deriving from a Lucretian psychosis. This pattern is
 parallel to the resolve in In Memoriam, “I will not shut me from my
 kind,” and the less personal affirmation, “Merit lives from man to
 man, / And not from man, O Lord, to thee.”8
Thus two important themes in Tennyson, the dilemmas posed by
 
sensuality and by intellectual and social isolation, appear in Maud,
 and in fact, are fused in a single dramatic situation. Significantly
 the speaker in “Locksley Hall” is concerned with the same problems.
 He wishes momentarily to escape to the East (i.e., to live a sensual
 life), for there he will find more enjoyment than in the thoughts that
 shake mankind; but like Maud’s lover, who entered the military, he
 
soon
 mixes himself with action to keep from withering by despair.
II
The metrics of Maud similarly parallel Tennyson’s craft elsewhere.
The first lyric (Pt. I, i) is 
composed
 of ponderous, slowly moving  
hexameters, the feet of which contain a primitive 
arsis-thesis
 rise and  
fall. The lines show no courtly polish, and unfold with an uncivilized,
 frenzied force? A deliberate monotony 
is
 afforded by the stanza ­
form itself. The rhyme scheme abab6 gives a sense of regularity, and
 the distance between the rhyming words produces an effect of slow
­ness. Metrically, the opening poem of Maud is well suited to the 
sus­tained raillery of a deranged person. Similar metrical effects exist in
 “Rizpah,” “The Wreck,” and “Despair.” In “Rizpah,” a crazed old
 crone holds the ear of a sympathetic listener to rail, like Maud’s lover,
 in frenzied hexameters, against what in the mind of the speaker con
­stitutes injustices. Her son was hanged for robbing the mail, she
 complains, and his corpse was left to rot, as an example to passers-by.
5
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In “The Wreck,” a faithless wife bemoans her tragic mistake. She
 
deserted her husband and daughter for a dazzling newcomer to her
 circle. “I bow’d myself down as a slave to his intellectual throne”
 (I. 66). “I would hide,” she wails in summing up her folly
—
“I would  
hide from the storm without, I would flee from the storm within”
 (I 9). In “Despair,” an infidel, just rescued from a double suicide
 with his wife (who was successful), laments, in frenzied hexameters,
 the criminality of 
his
 older son, the disappearance of another son,  
and the death of an infant daughter. Religious creeds, he complains,
 have become obsolete. Except for the couplet rhyme, one might place
 this passage in Maud:
What! I should call on that Infinite Love that has served
 
us so well?
Infinite cruelty rather that made everlasting hell,
 
Made us, foreknew us, foredoom’d us, and does what he
 will with 
his
 own;
Better our dead brute mother who never has heard us
 groan! (xvii)
In Maud the hero is shaken by the sight of the heroine (Pt. I,
 
ii-iii) from this habit of railing and raving in an orderly manner.
 The rhyme schemes here are complex: ababcdcedec6 and ababcdbcd
 bdebee. But he soon returns to his former self. In fact, something has
 come into his life which in retrospect makes him more morbid than
 before. According to Tennyson, he is in “a mood of bitterness after
 fancied disdain.”10 The monotony and ponderousness effected by the
 scheme abab6 are intensified by the scheme abcabc6 (iv). These
 philippics soon give way, however, to an expression of the hero’s
 growing love for Maud and his reluctance to allow it to develop
 (v, vi). The drumming hexameters are abandoned for a shorter verse
 form. The rhyme schemes have a great number of interlocked rhymes,
 and Tennyson exercises considerable freedom with line-lengths. Thus
 the morbid and misanthropic youth who habitually railed in hexa
­meters at things in general came to express spontaneously his new
 interest in Maud in three-, four-, and five-foot lines irregularly ar
­ranged and irregularly rhymed. The versification here reflects the
 novelty of the situation and the spontaneity of the speaker’s utter
­
6
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ances. A similar shift in metrics, only in reverse, exists in the Choric
 
Song of “The Lotus-Eaters.” The victims of the 
blossom
 fall asleep  
metrically as well as psychically. The patterning of the opening
 stanza is more irregular than that of the concluding stanza (the
 eighth): 
(i)
 ababcc5c6 d3d4d5d6 and (viii) aa bb5b8 c7cc8 ddd7 e7e8e  
f7ff gg8g hhh7 ii8i jjj7. Tennyson anticipates in stanza i the triplet
 rhymes of stanza viii with a languorous repetition of d-rhymes and
 with a methodical lengthening of successive d-rhyme lines; and the
 poem finally settles in conclusion into an almost regular heptameter.
 In fact, a final and completely regular pattern of triplet heptameters,
 into which the passage might have moved had it been continued,
is suggested by the d-, h-> and /-rhyme triplets. The distance between
 h and j is shorter than that between d and h. Although the 1832
 version of the poem is quite different from this, its revised form, one
 can detect in it an early attempt of Tennyson to induce sleep metrically.
 The trimeter lines, with their truncated feet, make the rhyming
 heptameters, which immediately follow, sound unfortunately like
 ballad stanzas:
Hark! how sweet the horned ewes bleat
 
On the solitary steeps,
And the merry lizard leaps,
 
And the foamwhite waters pour;
 And the dark pine weeps,
 And the lithe vine creeps,
 And the heavy melon sleeps
 On the level of the shore:
Oh! islanders of Ithaca, we will not wander more.
Surely, surely slumber is more 
sweet
 than toil, the shore  
Than labour in the ocean, and rowing with the oar.
Oh! islanders of Ithaca, we will return no more. (p. 805)
What Tennyson was working for in this 1832 version is clear, but he
 
was considerably more successful in the 1842 publication. One can
 thus detect in the different 
versions
 of “The Lotus-Eaters” the de ­
velopment of the craft which appears in Maud. In the Choric Song
 the men cease to sing in rather irregular free verse as they sink
 sleepily into the routine and monotony of the form aaabbbccc7, etc.;
 and the hero of Maud, shaken from the routine of his regular scheme
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abcabc6 by the heroine’s voice and later by a conversation with her,
 
begins a discourse in free verse (v-vi).
Next follows a poem of a remembered conversation between the
 
hero’s and Maud’s fathers, both now deceased (vii). The speaker’s
 chaotic reflections yield here to reminiscences of a childhood incident,
 and the verse-scheme is regular and symmetrical. The hero 
is
 not  
thrust into a new situation, as in the free-verse stanzas; and the
 passage does not hint at the hexameters at the beginning of the poem.
 The thoughts expressed in these simple, regular lines were planted in
 the speaker’s mind long before the cause of the raillery of the opening
 sections of the cycle appeared in the hero’s world. Metrically this
 poem delineates with a childish simplicity the pre-psychotic character
 of the speaker. The form, trimeter quatrains with alternating 
rhymes, is rare in Tennyson. Perhaps significantly, a poem entitled “Memory,”
 
which
 appeared in Poems by Two Brothers, is written in trimeter  
quatrains with alternating rhymes.11
The patterns of versification in sections viii, ix, and x do not fall
 
into any single rigid classification. They are, in fact, transitional
 patterns, which reflect the hero’s shift from harangues in hexameters
 to passionate outbursts in regularly ordered lyrics. In viii and ix, the
 hero speaks in rather simple, direct narrative discourse. He does not
 rail, as he did in the opening hexameters, or on the other hand, flutter,
 as he did in sections v and vi. Nor does he speak in the regular pre-
 psychotic stanza-form of the poem of memory. The irregularity here
 is a middle ground between the 
extremes
 of sections v and vi on the  
one hand and sections i or iv on the other.
The versification of section xi 
is
 significant. Apart from the poem  
of reminiscence, this is the first regular lyrical expression in the mono
­logue. Its subject matter and its regular metrics anticipate the rapture
 of xxii (“Come into the garden, Maud”) and also the hero’s imminent
 madness: “What matter if I go mad, / I shall have had my day.”
 Thus when the hero considers the hope of a successful invitation of
 Maud to the garden, Tennyson 
gives
 to his discourse a sustained  
resonance and intensity. This pattern is continued in the following
 poem (xii), in which Tennyson uses the verse-form of the poem of
 
8
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memory. The betrothal referred to there (vii) now ceases to seem a
 
dream and almost become a reality.
From these observations on the metrics of the opening poems in
 
Maud, classifications can be established to which all the lyrics in the
 cycle can be assigned. First are two types of regular lyrics: (1) those
 spoken by a misanthropic youth desiring to escape from a world he
 finds insufferable, and (2) those spoken by an impassioned would-be
 voluptuary. The harsh, grotesque tone of the first type is created by
 a primitive arsis-thesis foot, and the rapturous tone of the second is a
 result of balance, antithesis, and climax, both metrically and rhetori
­cally—as, for example, in the speaker’s statements to the flowers and
 the flowers’ dialogue with each other (Pt. I, xxii, “Come into the
 garden, Maud”). Last are the irregular lyrics. In general Tennyson
 uses them to depict various moods as the hero alternates between
 ordered harangues and regularly ordered raptures. They are thus
 transitional poems, dramatically and metrically. In one instance, a
 transitional lyric might adumbrate the harsh group, as in the first
 stanza of Pt. I, x, where the hero catches sight of a rival suitor. In
 another, it might adumbrate the rhapsodic group, as in Pt. I, xviii,
 where the hero rejoices in the prospects of his love.12 In the last
 stanza here, a lyric regularity almost emerges in terza rima: 
aba
 cbc  
bab cac ada cdc 
ada
 dd5 a3 One easily finds elsewhere in Tennyson  
such instances of voluptuousness in free verse. Expressions metrically
 and rhetorically resemble the poems of this class in Maud, “The Sea
­Fairies,” “The Merman,” and “The Mermaid”13 all revel in lush,
 sensual imagery:
We will kiss 
sweet
 kisses, and speak sweet words;
O, listen, listen, your eyes shall glisten
With pleasure and love and jubilee. (“Sea-Fairies,” II. 34-36)
But at night I would roam abroad and play
 
With the mermaids in and out of the rocks,
 Dressing their hair with the white sea-flower;
 And holding them back 
by
 their flowing locks  
I would kiss them often under the sea. (“Merman,” II. 11-15)
The irregular lyrics, regardless of subclass, consistently divulge
 
the hero’s anxieties; and in general, the greater the anxiety of a given
 
9
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moment, the greater the irregularity of the metrics. The passage
 
divulging the greatest anxiety depicts the hero’s concern for his
 corpse, in the madhouse poem (Pt. II, v). As 
one
 might expect, it is  
the most irregular poem in the cycle. The metrics of Part III are also
 easily submitted to this analysis. The mind presumably restored to
 sanity14 expresses its thoughts in routine pentameter lines, but the
 rhyme scheme, which has no orderly pattern, reflects the fragmentary
 nature of the restoration.
III
Maud, furthermore, is typical of Tennyson’s moralistic poetry.
 
Submerged beneath the exterior of dramatic discourse are the messages
 of “
Locksley
 Hall,” “The Vision of Sin,” “Oenone,” and even In  
Memoriam. The young man obviously lacked “self-reverence, self-
 knowledge, and self-control,” and Tennyson wanted to dramatize the
 sad consequences. In the original version Tennyson made no reference
 to what ultimately happened to Maud. He was concerned instead
 with the effect of certain values—or perhaps, their absence—on the
 behavior of a young man; and having given the girl psychic relevance
 to him, Tennyson dismissed her from the story after the duel. The
 situation in “Locksley Hall” is amazingly similar. Amy’s lover stands
 as a symbol for the young man besieged with the dilemmas and anx
­
ietie
s of the early 1840’s. In fact, the didactic symbols in “Locksley  
Hall”—the East, social caste, Locksley Hall itself, the rail-train
 ringing down its grooves—anticipate a technique used in Maud. The
 later poem has its symbolic aspects, but the flashy dramatic portrayal
 overshadows the message embodied in its symbols.
What, then, is the message of Maud? Tennyson is concerned here,
 
as elsewhere, with the meaning of love; and just as the speaker’
s
 sen ­
sitiveness and impetuousness in “Locksley Hall” invigorate the sym
­bolic search for values, the psychosis of Maud’s lover intensifies a
 major theme. Throughout Tennyson, a distinction must be made
 between pure and impure love, and this approach is particularly useful
 here. One sees a great difference between the love depicted in “The
 Miller’s Daughter” and “The Gardener’s Daughter” and the love
 
10
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depicted in “Sir Lancelot and Queen Guinevere” and Maud. A
 
warmth of kindness and sympathy radiates from the love in “The
 Miller’
s
 Daughter,” even though it contains a lyric suggestive of  
“Come into the garden, Maud”:
And I would be the necklace,
 
And all day long to fall and rise
Upon her balmy bosom,
With her laughter or her sighs;
 
And I would lie so light, so light,
 I scarce should be unclasped at night. (11. 181-186)
Actually, the speaker is no monomaniac in regard to the physical
 
aspects of love. The relation between the lovers deepens the meaning
 of the world around the young man—in short, makes him mature:
 For I was alter’d, and began
To move about the house with joy,
 
And with the certain step of man.
I 
loved
 the brimming wave that swam  
Thro’ quiet meadows round the mill,
 The sleepy pool above the dam,
 The pool beneath it never still,
 The meal-sacks on the whiten’d floor,
 The dark round of the dripping wheel,
 The very air about the door
Made misty with the floating meal. (11. 94-104)
The love depicted in “The Gardener’
s
 Daughter” is quite similar. In  
its suppressed prologue, the speaker all but deifies Rose: he blesses
 The All-perfect Framer, Him, who made the heart,
 Forethinking its twinfold necessity,
 Thro’ 
one
 whole life an overflowing urn,  
Capacious both of Friendship and of 
Love.
15
Maud’
s
 lover, on the other hand, would have succumbed to Guin ­
evere’
s
 charms:
As she fled fast thro’ sun and shade,
 The happy winds upon her play’d,
 
Blow
ing the ringlet from the braid.  
She look’d so lovely, 
as
 she sway’d  
The rein with dainty finger-tips,
 A rnan had 
given
 all other bliss,
11
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And all 
his
 worldly worth for this,  
To waste his whole heart in 
one
 kiss  
Upon her perfect lips. (11. 37-45)
This kind of relation does not beget the herald of a higher race. The
 
love defined in the exciting and resounding epithalamion of In
 Memoriam bears fruit in the spiritual advancement of generations to
 come. The physical aspects are its divinely ordained means.16 Maud
 is a shocking demonstration of the opposite kind of love, lust—the
 bestiality at the root of the collapse of Arthur’s kingdom.17
The war which the lover marches off to, regardless of the ennobling
 
reasons he gives for his act, is a semi-symbolic war. The imagery of the
 ending before the six-line tag was added to the 1856 
version
connotes  
a chaos like the one resulting from Paris’s unwise choice in “Oenone.”
 “All earth and air seem only burning fire” is the conclusion in the
 earlier instance; and in the later, everywhere “flames the blood-red
 blossom of war with a heart of fire.” Tennyson’s original intent, ap
­parently, was to end with an image of cataclysmic destruction. In
 “Oenone” and Maud the speakers tellingly foresee a collapse of order.
 Arthur’s kingdom had a similar fate—and for similar causes.
The 1856 ending slightly obscures but hardly 
abolishes
 the original  
intent. The tagged moral actually becomes 
ironic,
 and the speaker  
appears as a pitiful and deluded patriot. Here and throughout the
 poem Tennyson was perhaps sounding a warning, which should have
 informed for his readers the grim horror of “The Charge of the Light
 Brigade”—particularly its rather empty, conventional, ineffectual con
­clusion. Probably because his readers failed to understand Maud,
 Tennyson abandoned its mode of discourse. The styles and themes
 of the poem are nevertheless characteristic of the laureate; the genre
 is not.
1These approaches are exemplified respectively by Roy P. Basler, ''Tennyson the
 
Psychologist,” XLIII (1944), 143-159; Edgar F. Shannon, Jr., “The Critical
 Reception of Tennyson’s 'Maud,”’ PMLA, LXVIII (1953), 397-417; and Jerome
 H. Buckley, “The Spasmodic School,” in The Victorian Temper (London, 1952),
 pp. 41-65.
2“The Lily and the Rose: Symbolic Meaning in Tennyson’s Maud,” PMLA,
 
LXIV (1949), 1222-1227.
3I use the text of the one-volume Cambridge Edition, Complete Poetical Works,
 
ed. W. J. Rolfe (Boston, 1898), throughout the paper. About this passage (11. 126-140),
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Tennyson himself said: “The center of the poem . . . must he full and rich”—Hallam
 
Tennyson, Memoir (London, 1897), I, 
197.
4Evidence for this assertion is in Clyde de L. Ryals, “The 'Fatal Woman’ Symbol
 in Tennyson,” PMLA, LXXIV (1959), 438-443.
5Memoir, I, 414. Tennyson was apparently revising Maud at this time also. A
 
second edition appeared in 1856.
6A. C. Swinburne recognized the laureate’s intent. In his parody of the invitation,
 
he begs a girl named Anne to come into the orchard, for “the musk of the roses
 perplexes a man”—Works (Bonchurch Edition, London, 1925), V, 291.
7“Tennyson and the Sinful Queen,” TC, CLVIII (1955), 363.
8Lyric cviii and proem, 11. 35-36. The importance of similar themes in Maud and
 
In Memoriam was first made clear to me by Professor Buckley.
9“The inherent horror of the theme is most skillfully presented by the disturbing
 
effect of the meter,” according to Robert James Mann, Tennyson’s “Maud” Vindicated
 (London [1856])—(2nd ed.), p. 13. The possibility of a meaningful analysis of the
 versification of Maud 
was
 suggested by this rather overlooked study, written by a  
practicing physician soon after the poem appeared. According to Mann’s general thesis,
 the “syllables and lines of the several stanzas actually trip and halt with abrupt
 fervour, tremble with passion, 
swell
 with emotion, and dance with joy, as each  
separate phase of mental experience comes on the scene” (p. 9).
10
 
Memoir, I, 402.
11See Poetical Works (appendix), p. 755.
12According to Mann, these stanzas “are exquisite, beyond all things, in tenderness
 
of sentiment, in combined force and grace of diction, and in that variation of rhythmical
 flow which swells and contracts, like the rise and fall of a melody, issuing from the
 living strings of a passionate human heart” (p. 50).
13Here Tennyson “turned up something which looks a good deal like adolescent
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